HOT TIPS

D-Molish

NOW!

Get the best from D-Molish Now!
D-Molish NOW! is specifically formulated to neutralize odors immediately and keeps working to eliminate the source of
the odor. Customers tell us that it is the most versatile cleaning and deodorizing product that they have ever used.
MERCAPTANS: Removes mercaptans used as odorants in natural gas. For spills, remove as much mercaptan as possible then saturate spill area with a 50% solution of D-Molish Now! and lukewarm water. Keep moist for several hours.
For large spills, repeat treatment until odor is gone. Treat empty mercaptan drums with a 30% solution of D-Molish Now!
and water, allowing solution to work for several hours. Roll drums several times during treatment to reach all surfaces.
DEODORIZING: Test a small, inconspicuous area before using on fabrics to be sure no
discoloration will occur. Then spray directly on items to be deodorized.
Removes pet urine, vomit or food spills from CARPET: Pour liberally on to the
carpet to control odor-causing pet stains and other soil spots. Stained areas must be
saturated with D-Molish Now! in order for the product to work properly. From a separate
sprayer, mist water on top of D-Molish NOW! to activate. For stubborn problems, cover
with moist towel overnight. If odor persists, re-apply 48 hours later. (Note: Odors
frequently come from carpet pad. For severe stains and odors, you may need to pull
up the carpet and treat the bare floor and carpet bad with D-Molish Now! as well. Covering with moist towel permits
D-Molish NOW! to wick down to the problem.)
TOTAL CARPET PRE-TREATMENT: Attacks tough, embedded carpet odors caused by
urine, solid waste, vomit, food spills, etc. Apply D-Molish Now! liberally with a compression sprayer and allow it to penetrate the carpet padding. Let the enzymes work for up to
24 hours, then follow with your standard extraction procedures and clean the carpet as
usual. TOTAL CARPET POST-TREATMENT: While carpet is still damp from cleaning,
liberally mist D-Molish Now! in the problem areas, then lightly mist the rest of the carpet.
The enzymes will continue to work for up to 24 hours, as long as there is moisture in the
carpet. Be sure to complete the treatment with D-Molish Now! before applying any
chemicals for sanitization.
SMOKE ODOR FROM FIRE DAMAGE: Spray undiluted on walls, floors, draperies,
porous surfaces, or wherever smoke damage has occurred. Before re-entry, allow the
area to dry and ventilate.
Digests uric salts around TOILETS AND URINALS: Spray on floor, under urinals and toilets to remove urine stains and
odors. Mist with water on top of D-Molish Now! to activate. (See next page for cautionary note about disinfectants.)
Pre-treat spots from makeup, blood, urine, solid waste, and most stains on LINENS AND MATTRESSES: Clean area
with wet cloth, then spray with D-Molish NOW!, mist with water and let dry. If stain persists, re-apply in 48 hours.
GARBAGE CANS, DUMPSTERS: Spray undiluted D-Molish Now! over garbage.

Controls GENERAL BUILDING ODORS: Dilute two to four ounces of D-Molish NOW! per gallon of water. Lightly spray
around furniture, drapes, locker rooms and in trash chutes.
Eliminates odors in VETERINARY HOSPITALS, ANIMAL SHELTERS, AND KENNELS : Dilute two to four ounces of
D-Molish NOW! per gallon of water and spray animal runs, cages, exam rooms and
waiting areas to control odors associated with animal wastes.
ANIMAL CAGES: Spray a fine mist, preferably when animals are out of cages. Do not
spray directly on animals. Remove very young animals from the area before spraying.
Controls odors in APPLIANCES: Pre-clean refrigerators and freezers as necessary.
Spray with D-Molish NOW! and allow to work overnight. Rinse before putting appliance
back in service.
Controls odors in MUNICIPAL AREAS AND TELEPHONE BOOTHS: Dilute two to
four ounces per gallon of water and spray.
Maintains piping systems leading to SEPTIC TANKS and adds specific enzyme-producing bacteria to septic tanks: Add
4 ounces of D-Molish NOW! per 1000 gallons once a week.
Controls odors and fly population in PORTABLE AND PIT TOILETS: Dilute two to four ounces of D-Molish NOW! per
gallon of water. Spray around floor and toilet areas.
BATHROOMS: Spray on floor under urinals or toilets to remove urine stains and deodorize. From separate sprayer,
mist water on top of D-Molish NOW! to activate.
Speeds decomposition in COMPOST PILES:
Dilute D-Molish NOW! at 10 ounces to 1 gallon of water. Spray compost piles first with D-Molish NOW! mixture then with
water.
DRAIN MAINTENANCE: Treat the lowest levels of the system first to avoid obstruction by matter from upper levels. In
systems with a grease trap, treat trap before treating lines entering the trap. If trap is plugged, clean it out before applying D-Molish Now!. Lengthens time between GREASE TRAP cleanings. For heavily greased traps, thoroughly clean
with Neutron’s Ceiling to Sewer. Then add 16 ounces of D-Molish Now! once or twice a week, alternating with Ceiling to
Sewer to keep grease traps clean. Note: While all of Neutron’s enzymatic products attack grease and oil,
D-Molish Now! Grease Eater works better and faster in grease traps and drains where grease and oil build-up is
a problem. It contains special strains of bacteria that love to eat grease, oil, and the proteins mixed in with
them. Choose D-Molish Now! Grease Eater for grease traps and drains where grease build-up is the particular
problem.
RECOMMENDED
APPLICATION
Urinals/Toilet
Drains
Drain Fields
Grease Traps
Septic Tanks

AMOUNT
8 oz. / 4 in. drain line
4 oz. / 2 in. drain line
2 oz. / 200 ft. drain pipe
1 pint to each drain
4 oz. / 1000 gal. capacity

FREQUENCY
2 times per week
2 times per week
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly

HELPFUL HINTS: D-Molish Now! is activated with water. Apply to moist surfaces or mist water on treated area. Avoid use in presence of strong caustics, lye or acids or in extremely hot or cold temperatures. If areas have been previously treated with disinfectants,
detergents, deodorants or other products which can kill D-Molish Now!’s beneficial bacteria, rinse these areas thoroughly with fresh
water before applying.

1-800-421-8481
24 HOUR FAX ORDER LINE: 1-877-646-7337

7107 N Black Canyon Hwy
Phoenix, AZ 85021
From the makers of world
famous NI-712 Orange
Odor Eliminator

